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In medical imaging, computer aided detection (CAD) systems are developed to automatically 
detect  abnormalities.  These  systems  have  to  be  trained  with  large  databases  to  obtain 
sufficiently high detection performance. However, creation of annotated databases for training 
is tedious and time consuming. Therefore, in this paper we investigate if we can improve 
detection performance by including artificial images in the training database, in an application 
dealing with lung nodule detection in chest radiographs. 

In  experiments  we  used  the  public  database  of  the  Japanese  Society  of  Radiological 
Technology (JSRT) consisting of 93 normal and 154 abnormal chest radiographs.  Artificial 
images  were  generated  by  extraction  of  3D  shapes  of  lung  nodules  in  CT data  and  by 
subsequently  projecting these nodules in chest radiographs.  A total of 24 example nodules 
were projected along five randomly oriented axes using simple orthogonal ray casting. One 
artificial nodule was simulated in each abnormal image in the contra-lateral lung at a location 
corresponding to the true nodule. Nodules and orientations were randomly chosen. As pixel 
values are roughly proportional to tissue thickness, chest radiographs and projected nodule 
images can simply be added to obtain realistic simulations.

The detection system was a neural network pixel classifier trained with a set of multi-scale 
features derived from gradient orientation fields by voting, and  four features representing 
location derived from lung and heart  boundary segmentations.  Local maxima of the pixel 
classifier  output  were determined after  smoothing and formed the output  of  the detection 
system. To determine performance, five-fold cross validation was used, with subsets stratified 
by nodule subtlety.  Training was done with a mixture of real and true nodules. Detection 
sensitivity  as  a  function  of  false  positives  per  image  was  compared  for  various  training 
schedules. It was found that by adding simulated nodules detection performance improved, in 
particular when the number of real nodules was small. These promising results suggest that 
simulation of disease patterns may play an important role in future development of CAD 
applications.
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